VEGAS 8CX KIT
PEAK POWER

3200 W

MAX SPL OUTPUT

134 dB*

OVERVIEW

VEGAS 8CX KIT
ORDER CODE: Y V8CX-KIT1
Included:
1 x SUB 110
2 x VEGAS 8 CX
1 x Vegas 8 CX kit amplifier *
3 x SpeakOn cables (A SPK2X2.5-10)
1 x Powercon - Schuko 2 m
(A FCA-FTED1.5-2)
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

›
›

At Outline, we don’t cost-engineer our products to meet
price points. We use the same tried and trusted components,
finishes and manufacturing processes throughout our
whole range, delivering pro-quality products regardless of
cost. Our family of compact PA systems are no exception.
The all-new V8CX kit features a component exclusive
to Outline, a custom-designed 8” co-axial mid-range /
high-frequency driver (with rotatable waveguide). This
brand-new driver delivers amazing output, quality and
intelligibility relative to its size.
The whole system (including subwoofer and accessories) is
designed to fit easily into most cars and also to be moved,
set up and operated by a single person.

Stands
Weather Protection Covers

* This amplifier is part of a closed system and must
be intended to be ONLY used with this specific
kit. Therefore, it cannot be deployed or used with
different loudspeakers.
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Less plug, more play

*Max overall equivalent SPL @ 1 m

VEGAS 8CX KIT

FEATURES
With a peak power output of 3.2kW (3,200 watts),
V8CX is far more powerful than most similar-sized
systems, providing plenty of headroom and crystal-clear sound

Designed specifically to be very simple to set up and
operate by anyone - you do not need to be an audio
professional to get the best from these systems

Like all Outline’s range, the loudspeaker cabinets are
made of top-quality wood which is superior to plastic
in terms of audio quality and durability

134 dB* maximum SPL with fabulous audio quality
from a light and portable three-speaker / one amplifier system

Outline’s ‘Common Voicing’ design means you can
mix and match V8CX with other Outline systems if you
need more coverage for larger venues

Fantastic performance-to-cost ratio - pro-quality
products at MI price levels

100% designed and manufactured in Italy, like all Outline products!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
39 Hz - 22 kHz

Peak power

3200 W

Max SPL Output

134 dB*

H x W x D - Weight | Vegas 8CX

420 mm x 260 mm x 270 mm - 9.2 kg

H x W x D - Weight | SUB 110

258 mm x 500 mm x 550 mm - 21 kg

Component LF/HF | Vegas 8CX
Component | SUB 110

LF: 1 x 8" woofer / HF: 1 x 1.5" diaphragm compression driver (coaxial)
1 x 10" woofer
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